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Close up

I approached this project as I do all of my web design
projects: first I read the brief, make notes, visit
competitor sites, sketch out the important features

and refine the sketch for layout. Then I gather assets and work
on the tone of the design.

This project was great for me, as I could shoehorn in my
love of vintage cameras. I am a keen photographer and have
an extensive collection of cameras, so I had a great library of
physical assets to refer to. Using the textures and design features
of the cameras really brought the concept to life, with leather,
brushed steel and a muted colour palette.

When designing the site, I kept referring to the original
paper sketches I’d made: I find that this simple reminder helps

to keep the design on track and pinpoints the most important
areas. If it works as a simple sketch, then it should also work as
the finished design.

I am a big advocate of designing using a grid system – I feel
it helps to get people to the information they want. My design
compartmentalises the different areas, so that the user’s journey
is straightforward. Using Ajax technologies will also help to
display the data quickly and dynamically, with on-the-fly results.

‘Experiential’ sites are becoming a much more niche market
with the emergence of mobile demand. Keeping sites simple and
using mobile-friendly technologies has changed the way that we
design, and I think this is a really interesting time to be involved
with the industry. ●
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Neil Richards’ solution

Have your say…
Got a build-off suggestion?
Let us know at feedback@
netmagazine.com4 Product detail The results list is

made up of a grid of Polaroids, displaying the
name, price, condition and the original listing
site. Colour-coded dots and aperture icons
indicate relevance to the search terms.

5 Header I wanted the header to set the
tone of the design, with the leather texture,
vintage lens and ‘old camera badge’ logo. The
navigation only has three items: search, price
guides and user guides.

6 Cross-sell pods I included a link to
an iPhone app version, as users expect to use
their mobile for content. The user guides
promo area could also be used for advertising,
to generate income for the site.

1 Search The search facility is the most
prominent section on the page, with a big
‘search’ button. I have opted for drop-down
fields so the predefined categories of brand,
model and condition can be selected.

2 Results The results bar will display the
number of results, the brand and model and
an image of the camera (from the predefined
list). The user can then filter the results, which
re-order on-the-fly using Ajax.

3 Refine price range The user can
refine the results by adjusting the price
parameters, dragging the red dot up or down
the price scale. This would again reorder the
results dynamically using Ajax.
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Neil Richards’
month
What have I
been doing?
I took a week at
home to catch up
on personal projects
including designing
an app for a potential
client, a postal
inspiration project
I started called
‘jetpackage’ and
poster designs.

Sites I’ve visited
I have a morning
ritual that starts with
slashfilm.com for
the latest film news,
then usually five
minutes on ffffound.
com. I studied as a
fine artist, so I find
inspiration in all
forms of art, and it’s
perfect for that.

What have I
been watching?
At the moment I’m
on Dexter season 6,
Parks and Recreation
season 4 andWilfred
(I also can’t wait for
Arrested Development
to start again).

What have I been
listening to?
I’m into comedy
podcasts, anything
from the earwolf.
com network, but
my favourite is How
did this get made? by
the genius comedian
Paul Scheer.


